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As amateur armchair political strategists in the Tea Party debate which GOP candidate would be best for
America, who is the most “constitutional” and who would lead our nation away from the One World
Order globalization movement to eliminate United States sovereignty and security -- many completely
ignore the only three words in our Founding documents that prevent the United States from ever falling
under the rule of foreign agents or dictators and international influences… “natural born Citizen.”
Contrary to popular belief today, the New World Order spoken of by George H.W. Bush in the post
Reagan cold war era, a new global balance wherein the United States would be the only standing
superpower, after the fall of the Soviet Union… is not the same as global communism under a One
World Order backed by the United Nations, Bilderbergers, the Illuminati, the Muslim caliphate, Obama,
Clinton and Sanders, all of whom are global communists masquerading as “progressives.”
The idea that numerous socialist secret societies have had their sights on the destruction of the United
States since its birth is no secret. Before the ink was dry on the U.S. Constitution, people were
determined to destroy it. Not all conspiracies are mere theory… some are quite real, indeed.
One World Order Conspiracy
A conspiracy theory (that is very real), the One World Order or OWO refers to the emergence of a
totalitarian world government, global economy, monetary system and set of laws. It is global communist
community organizing on the hoof, in politics, education, religion, economics and legal systems now
abused by Common Law practices engaged in undermining the Constitutional Protections of all Natural
Law Rights.
New World Order Theory (Bush Sr.)
Following the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, the United States stood alone in the world as an
international economic and military superpower. Bush’s “thousand points of light” speech in which he
used the phrase “New World Order” spoke of a new age of U.S. outreach and diplomatic effort to spread
democracy to war torn parts of the globe via a “kinder-gentler” America than that of the WWI and
WWII, military might era…
Later, conspiracy theorists melded the two terms, One World Order and New World Order to have the
same meaning, allowing them to muddy the water by alleging these two once competing ideas were
now one in the same agenda, and politicians of all political stripes are involved. This turned American on
American, in an ongoing internal conflict between citizens who could no longer tell friend from foe…
Hijacking Words and Terms
I use the truth above not to defend daddy Bush, but to illustrate how the global One World Order folks
advance their agenda by simply hijacking terminology, twisting old words and terms to have new
meanings… that suit the global anti-American agenda.

They hijacked the word “progressive,” in an effort to convince unsuspecting young students that
Marxism and Communism are “progressive” ideas of the future, instead of failed ideas of the past.
They recently hijacked the term “marriage” in order to destroy the foundation of every great society,
the family unit. They hijacked the term “equality” for the purpose of justifying “inequality,” the new
meaning, a different treatment under the law based solely on economic, racial and political interests -stealing from one individual to give to another in an ongoing effort to “fundamentally transform
America” into part of a global commune through social engineering.
The millennials are nearly 100% indoctrinated now, the powerful young voting block behind both Hillary
Clinton, a closet Maoist and Bernie Sanders, a proud open Marxist.
Because millennials have been raised by socialists in the unionized education system, they have no idea
how these concepts have failed repeatedly throughout the world, destroying nation after nation and
leaving hundreds of millions dead or living under self-inflicted oppression.
The Only Three Words that Protect and Prevent
Our Charters of Freedom are three founding documents, the Declaration of Independence, the U.S.
Constitution and the Bill of Rights, all of which have been obliterated by our courts, congress and the
Executive Branch for more than a hundred years now.
Throughout those three documents, there are only three words that are there to prevent an
unsuspecting American electorate from ever enslaving themselves under foreign rule via democratic
process. Those three words are “natural born Citizen” found in Article II of the U.S. Constitution as a
requirement for the offices of President and Vice President.
After eight failed attempts to eliminate the natural born Citizen requirement in Article II through
amendment process, between 2003 and 2008, the global left once again simply sought to hijack the
term…
In order to hijack those three simple words, they first had to make that term appear to be ambiguous.
They needed those three basic English words to appear to have more than one meaning, at least
potentially.
Once they convinced the people that the term could have more than one meaning, they would convince
them that they needed an “expert” to determine the true meaning of the term for them. They need a
“constitutional scholar” to explain those three basic English words, that according to the experts, is a
secret coded message from the Founders that no average American would ever be able to decipher on
their own…
Enter the Wordsmiths
Let the hijacking begin… Now that the “experts” have been granted the power to define these three
words for “the people,” the same experts who have been hijacking basic terms for decades now, will be
able to hijack the term “natural born Citizen.”
Today’s electorate will say, “We need a court to rule on natural born Citizen,” as if the average American
cannot decipher those three simple English words on their own, or take a few minutes to read our

Founder’s commentaries on what those three words meant to them and why they chose to place those
three words into Article II.
But those courts have been destroying the Constitution by way of hijacking Constitutional terms for
decades. By “general welfare” in the Constitution, the Founders did not mean free Obama cell phones or
food stamps. But that term was hijacked too…
As a matter of legal fact, there are only three ways for anyone to become a legal citizen of the United
States…
1. Natural Born Citizen – the natural offspring of a legal citizen Father, as a matter of Natural Law,
inalienable to any man-made law.
2. Native Born Citizen – someone born under the legal jurisdiction of the United States, but to
foreign parents and presumed to be a “citizen at birth” under 14th Amendment “anchor baby”
interpretations of existing U.S. Naturalization Laws. (aka basic citizen)
3. Naturalized Citizen – someone born into known foreign citizenship who later seeks and acquires
legal citizenship in the United States via U.S. Immigration and Naturalization processes. (aka
basic citizen)
Every legal American citizen is one of the three and all of them will have United States documented
authentication to demonstrate their citizenship claim. The three are distinct, not interchangeable. Two
of the three are forms of “naturalization” which are possible only as a result of U.S. Immigration policies
and Naturalization statutes, all of which fall under the 14th Amendment today.
If you have no U.S. documentation to authenticate which of the three you are, then you are not a “legal
citizen” of the United States at all.
Only one of the three is eligible for the offices of President and Vice President under Article II, a natural
born Citizen. The terms “natural born Citizen” and 14th Amendment “citizen at birth” are NOT
synonymous or interchangeable, as the “experts” want us to believe.
Article I regarding Congress, allows any legal U.S. “citizen” who otherwise meets the eligibility
requirements, to seek and hold a seat in Congress. Only Article II requires “No person except a natural
born Citizen” for the Oval Office. President and Vice President are the only two political offices in all of
the United States which requires “No person except a natural born Citizen.”
The focus of our Founders was actually upon the office of Commander-in-Chief. One need not be a
constitutional scholar to grasp the true meaning of three simple English words, or to understand why
our Founders were wise enough to make it impossible for anyone of foreign origin or allegiance at birth
to ever seek or hold the office of Commander-in-Chief.
Believe it or not, most Americans are smart enough to grasp this reality, once informed, even though
they may have already established an emotional connection to a candidate who set out to defraud
American voters by their false claims of eligibility, backed by corrupted political parties, their “expert”
legal buddies and even many unwitting Tea Party groups.
How “natural born Citizen” came to appear in Article II is RIGHT HERE.
What the Founders meant by “natural born Citizen” is RIGHT HERE.

The importance and value of those three simple words is much greater than any one politician seeking
political power at any given time in history. Those three words are the only words in our Founding
Documents that prevent the American people from enslaving themselves under foreign rule… and if the
natural born Citizen term is allowed to be hijacked, that will not only open up the Oval Office to foreign
rule, it will kill all Natural Law Rights as well.
The American people simply MUST wise up fast… and reject any candidate who seeks the Oval Office via
a fraudulent claim of eligibility… In 2008 and 2012, that candidate was Barack Hussein Obama…
Today, the two frauds in the race for the White House are two freshman Senators, Ted Cruz of Texas and
Marco Rubio of Florida. They MUST be removed from the race and held fully accountable for their
actions… or there is no Rule of Constitutional Law and no way to protect the sovereignty and security of
the United States.
Natural born Citizen is directly connected to all of the Natural Rights which were endowed by our
Creator, and all foundations for national sovereignty and security. These concepts are inseparable. Lose
one and you lose them all…
PUBLIC NOTICE
The North American Law Center now has a weekly two-hour Radio Show on 94.5FM and 960AM in the
Michigan listening area, which is also LIVE STREAMED on the Internet at PatriotVoice.net/TNALC every
Sunday evening at 5:00 PM ET…. That show is co-hosted by myself and TNALC.org lead counsel and
constitutional attorney Stephen Pidgeon.
The upcoming Sunday February 28, 2016 broadcast will be dedicated to the most important issue in the
2016 election cycle, protecting and preserving our national sovereignty and security by upholding and
enforcing Article II natural born Citizen requirements for the Oval Office.
Unlike Mark (the great one) Levin who challenges others to open debate on his show and then will not
allow anyone who disagrees with him to appear on his show for that purpose, TNALC Radio is openly
inviting Mr. Levin to call into the show next Sunday evening and learn what a natural born Citizen really
is… All shows are available ON-DEMAND via podcast HERE.

